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IN THE COURT OF MALAYA AT KUALA LUMPUR 

IN THE FEDERAL TERRITORY, MALAYSIA 

(COMMERCIAL DIVISION) 

ORIGINATING SUMMONS NO.: WA-24NCC-67-02/2020 

 
In the matter of Tiger Synergy 
Berhad (Company No. 325631-V);  

And  

In the matter of the Constitution of 
Tiger Synergy Berhad; 

And  

In the matter of an Extraordinary 
General Meeting of Tiger Synergy 
Berhad to be held on 20.2.2020; 

And 

In the matter of s. 351 of 
Companies Act, 2016; 

And 

In the matter of Order 29 Rules 1 
and 2 and Order 92 

 

BETWEEN 

 

1. SAFARI ALLIANCE SDN BHD     
(Company No.: 1330373-A)          ... PLAINTIFF 

 

AND 
 
 

2. TIGER SYNERGY BERHAD     
(Company No.: 1330373-A)          ... DEFENDANT 
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(Heard Together With) 

 

 

IN THE COURT OF MALAYA AT KUALA LUMPUR 

IN THE FEDERAL TERRITORY, MALAYSIA 

(COMMERCIAL DIVISION) 

ORIGINATING SUMMONS NO.: WA-24NCC-74-02/2020 

 

In the matter of Tiger Synergy 
Berhad (Company 
No.:199401039944)(325631-V);  

And  

In the matter of A Notice of 
Extraordinary General Meeting 
pursuant to Section 310(b) of the 
Companies Act 2016 issued by 
Safari Alliance Sdn Bhd 2.1.2020; 

And  

In the matter of a Notice of 
Extraordinary General Meeting 
pursuant to Section 310(a) of the 
Companies Act 2016 issued by 
Tiger Synergy Berhad dated 
21.1.2020; 

And 

In the matter of Section 310 of 
Companies Act 2016; 

And 

In the matter of Order 5, Order 7, 
Order 28 and Order 29 of the Rules 
of Court 2012 

 

BETWEEN 
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1. TIGER SYNERGY BERHAD      
(Company No.: 199401039944)(325631-V) 

 

2. DATO TAN WEI LIAN  

 (Nric No.: 680128-05-5561)                 ... PLAINTIFFS 

 

AND 
 
 

1. SAFARI ALLIANCE SDN BHD     
(Company No.:201901021044)(1330373-A)      ... DEFENDANT 

 

GROUNDS OF JUDGMENT 

 

Introduction 

 

[1] Section 310(b) of the Companies Act 2016 (‘CA 2016’) stipulates 

that any member holding at least 10% of the issued share capital 

of a company or a lower percentage as specified in the constitution 

or if the company has no share capital, by at least 5% in the 

number of the members may convene a meeting of members. This 

members’ statutory right to call for meetings allows members to 

express their views and to exercise their democratic rights to chart 

the directions of the company without depending on the Board of 

Directors to convene the meeting. 
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[2] The said statutory right assumes a greater role where the 

members wish to replace the directors as they do not need to rely 

on the same directors to call for the necessary meeting. 

 

[3] This judgment deals with the exercise of this statutory right and the 

attempt by the directors to thwart the members of their statutory 

right. 

 

Background Facts 

 

[4] Safari Alliance Sdn Bhd (‘Safari’) holds 11.834% of the issued 

shares of Tiger Synergy Berhad (‘Tiger Synergy’). 

 

[5] On 2.1.2020, Safari gave notice to Tiger Synergy of its intention to 

move resolutions to, inter alia, remove certain directors and to 

reconstitute the board of directors of Tiger Synergy (‘the Safari 

Special Notice’). The Safari Special Notice was given pursuant to  

section 206(3) of CA 2016 which provides: 

 

‘206. (1) A director may be removed before the expiration 

of the director’s period of office as follows: 

(a) … 

(b) In the case of a public company, in accordance with this 

section. 

(2) Notwithstanding anything in the constitution or any 

agreement between a public company and a director, the 
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company may by ordinary resolution at a meeting remove the 

director before the expiration of the director’s tenure of office. 

(3) Special notice is required of a resolution to remove a 

director under this section or to appoint another person instead 

of the director at the same meeting. 

(4) … 

(5) …’ 

 

[6] In the Safari Special Notice, Safari indicated that the general 

meeting wherein the resolutions would be moved would be 

convened on 2.3.2020 (‘Safari EGM’). The resolutions stated in 

the Safari Special Notice were: 

 

‘1.  That Dato’ Tan Wei Lian be and is hereby 

        removed as Director of the Company with  

       immediate effect.   

Ordinary 

Resolution 1 

2.  That Ms Tan Lee Chin be and is hereby  

       removed as Director of the Company with 

       immediate effect. 

Ordinary 

Resolution 2 

3.   That   Datin   Sek   Chian Nee   be   and  is   

       hereby  removed as Director of the  

      Company with immediate effect.   

Ordinary 

Resolution 3 

4.   That  Dato’   Khoo  Seng  Hock  be  and  is   

       hereby  removed as Director of the 

       Company with immediate effect.   

Ordinary 

Resolution 4 

5.  That  Dato’  Lee  Yuen  Fong  be  and  is  

       hereby  removed as Director of the 

       Company with immediate effect.   

Ordinary 

Resolution 5 
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6.    That Mr Low Boon Chin be  and  is hereby 

       removed as Director of the Company with 

       immediate effect. 

Ordinary 

Resolution 6 

7.    That Mr Chua Eng Chin be  and  is hereby 

       removed as Director of the Company with 

       immediate effect. 

Ordinary 

Resolution 7 

8.    That Mr Goh Ching Mun be  and  is hereby 

       removed as Director of the Company with 

       immediate effect. 

Ordinary 

Resolution 8 

9.    That Mr Leong Keng Wai be and  is hereby 

       removed as Director of the Company with 

       immediate effect. 

Ordinary 

Resolution 9 

10.  That Mr Ng Leong Teck be and   is  hereby 

        removed as Director of the Company with 

       immediate effect.         

Ordinary 

Resolution 10 

11.  That  Encik  Azmi  Bin  Osman  be  and   is   

       hereby    removed   as   Director   of   the  

       Company  with  immediate  effect. 

Ordinary 

Resolution 11 

12.  That Mr Yeoh Lam Huat be and  is hereby 

       removed as Director of the Company with 

       immediate effect. 

Ordinary 

Resolution 12 

13. That if any such person (other than a 

        person named in Ordinary Resolution 8 to 

       12 above) who might have been appointed   

       as a Director at any time from the date of 

       this EGM and any adjournment thereof, be 

       be removed as Director of the Company 

       with immediate effect.’ 

Ordinary 

Resolution 13 

(‘the Safari Resolutions’) 
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[7] Under section 322(1) of the CA 2016, it is provided that: 

 

‘(1) Where special notice is required of a resolution under 

any provision of this Act, the resolution shall not be effective 

unless notice of the intention to move it has been given to the 

company at least twenty-eight days before the meeting at which 

it is moved. 

(2) The company is not required to give notice of the 

proposed resolution received under subsection (1) to the 

members unless the resolution can be properly moved at a 

meeting of members required under this Act. 

(3) The company shall, where practicable, give its members 

notice of any such resolution in the same manner and at the 

same time as it gives notice of the meeting. 

(4) Where it is not practicable to give its members notice in 

accordance with subsection (3), the company shall give its 

member notice of any such resolution at least fourteen days 

before the meeting – 

(a) by advertising it in one widely circulated newspaper in 

Malaysia in the national language and one widely circulated 

newspaper in Malaysia in the English language; or  

   (b) in any other manner as specified in the 

constitution. 

(5) If, after notice of the intention to move such a resolution 

has been given to the company, a meeting is called on a date 

twenty-eight days or less after notice has been given, the notice 

although not given within the time required by this section is 

deemed to have been properly given.’ 
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[8] There is no dispute that the Safari Special Notice in this case met 

the requisite 28 days from the meeting at which the Safari 

Resolutions would be moved. Indeed, from 2.1.2020 (the date the 

Safari Special Notice was given to Tiger Synergy) to 2.3.2020 (the 

scheduled date of the meeting convened to move the Safari 

Resolutions) more than 28 days would have lapsed. 

 

[9] On the same day i.e 2.1.2020, Safari also issued the notice of 

extraordinary general meeting (‘Safari Notice of EGM’) of Tiger 

Synergy to be held on Monday, 2.3.2020 at Gallery 3, Level 3, 

New World Petaling Jaya Hotel, Paradigm, 1 Jalan SS7/26A, 

Kelana Jaya, 47301 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan (‘ the 

Safari Venue’).    

 

[10] Attached to the Safari Notice of EGM are the resolutions and the 

consents and profiles of the 5 candidates who sought to be 

appointed as directors of Tiger Synergy at the Safari EGM (‘the 5 

Nominated Directors’). Again, there is no dispute that the Safari 

Notice of EGM was not in compliance with section 322(3) of the 

CA 2016.  

 

[11] On 6.1.2020, Safari made an announcement to Bursa Malaysia 

Berhad (‘Bursa’) on the convening of the Safari’s EGM.   

 

[12] It is pertinent that Tiger Synergy had not suggested that there were 

any procedural defects or irregularity in the way the Safari EGM 

was convened. There is no also suggestion that any of the Safari 
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Resolutions if carried through at the Safari EGM would be invalid. 

In other words, the Safari EGM was for all intent and purposes, a 

valid EGM. 

 

[13] Following from the Safari Notice of EGM and the announcement to 

Bursa, Safari proceeded to make the necessary preparation and 

arrangement for the Safari EGM. 

 

[14] However, on 20.1.2020, Tiger Synergy issued a letter to Safari 

(‘Tiger Synergy Letter’) stating, inter alia, that Tiger Synergy’s  

Board of Directors had decided to convene a competing EGM on 

Thursday, 20.2.2020 at 9:00 am (‘Tiger Synergy EGM’) at Crown 

1, Level 1, Crystal Crown Hotel, Kuala Lumpur, No. 3 Jalan Jambu 

Mawar, Off Jalan Kepong, 52000, Kuala Lumpur (‘Tiger Safari 

Venue’). It is a competing EGM because at the Tiger Synergy 

EGM, the resolutions that would be tabled thereto would the Safari 

Resolutions with 2 additional resolutions (‘the Additional 

Resolutions’). The Additional Resolutions were: 

 

‘13. That Mr. Ng Hong Ming be and is hereby appointed as 

Director of the Company with immediate effect. 

14. That Encik Marzuki Bin Hussain be and is hereby 

appointed as Director of the Company with immediate 

effect.’  

 

(the Safari Resolutions and the Additional Resolutions are 

collectively referred as ‘the Tiger Synergy Resolutions’ 
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[15] The reason proffered by Tiger Synergy for the Tiger Synergy EGM 

was that its Board of Directors had received multiple requests for 

the appointments and or removal of directors from various 

shareholders and the Tiger Synergy EGM would facilitate the 

orderly manner for the tabling of the proposed resolutions for the 

consideration by the shareholders in order to save time and costs 

of convening multiple general meetings. 

 

[16] However, it is not in dispute that neither Shia Xze Chyien nor Wai 

Choo who had purportedly written to the Board of Directors of 

Tiger Synergy to consider the appointment of Mr. Ng Hong Ming 

and Encik Marzuki Bin Hussain respectively as directors of Tiger 

Dynergy, had given any special notice of intention to Tiger Synergy 

pursuant to sections 206 and 322(1) of the CA 2016. Neither Shia 

Xze Chyien nor Wai Choo holds more than 10% of the total issued 

shares of Tiger Synergy. Neither of them is entitled to board seat in 

the Board of Directors of Tiger Synergy.   

 

[17] Safari was asked in the Tiger Synergy Letter to consider 

withdrawing the Safari EGM ‘to avoid confusion amongst the 

shareholders of Tiger Synergy’. Safari was given the close of 

business the next day to revert. However, according to Safari, it 

only received the Tiger Synergy Letter on 21.1.2020. 

 

[18] On 21.1.2020, Safari informed Tiger Synergy that it was not 

withdrawing the Safari EGM. Instead, Safari demanded that Tiger 

Synergy withdraws the Tiger Synergy EGM instead. 
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[19] On 21.1.2020, Tiger Synergy issued its notice of general meeting 

for the Tiger Synergy EGM to be convened on Thursday, 

20.2.2020 at 11:00 am (‘the Tiger Synergy Notice of EGM’). In 

the Tiger Synergy Notice of EGM, Tiger Synergy attached the 

Tiger Synergy Resolutions. 

 

[20] Thereafter, on 3.2.2020, 2 announcements were made by Tiger 

Synergy’s Board of Directors on the Tiger Synergy EGM to the 

members of the company. 

 

[21] On 7.2.2020, the 5 Nominated Directors for the Safari’s EGM wrote 

to state that their consent to be nominated for the appointment of 

directors was only for the Safari’s EGM. It was contended that 

29.2.2020 is the last date for Tiger Synergy to make its quarterly 

announcement for the results for the quarter ended 31.12.2019. It 

is for this reason that the 5 Nominated Directors do not wish to be 

appointed as director prior to 29.2.2020 as they do not wish to 

assume the obligations and or responsibility for the quarterly 

announcement. 

 

[22] On 11.2.2020, Safari filed an action under OS No: WA-24NCC-67-

02/2020 (‘OS 67’) seeking, inter alia, a declaration that the Tiger 

Synergy Notice of EGM is invalid, a declaration that the Tiger 

Synergy EGM, if convened, would be invalid and void and an 

injunction to restrain Tiger Synergy from taking any further steps in 

respect of the Tiger Synergy Notice of EGM. On the same day, 
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Safari filed an interlocutory application under Enclosure 2 in OS 67 

seeking to restrain the Tiger Synergy EGM. 

 

[23] Tiger Synergy had, in turn, filed an action under OS No: WA-

24NCC-74-02/2020 (‘OS 74’) on 14.2.2020 seeking inter alia, a 

declaration that Safari Notice of EGM to convene the Safari EGM 

is redundant, invalid and or null and void and for an order that 

Safari be restrained from proceeding with the Safari EGM. 

 

[24] Both the OS 67 and the application under Enclosure 2 thereto 

together with the OS 74 were heard together on an urgent basis. 

 

My Decision 

 

[25] In Seacera Group Berhad v. Dato’ Tan Wei Lian & Ors [2019]  4 

AMR 491 at 513, paragraphs 92 and 93, I made the following 

comments on section 310(b) of the CA 2016: 

 

‘[92] Every shareholder of a company has a right subject to 

the statutory prescribed procedures and requirements, to call 

for an extraordinary general meeting of a company under the 

CA. A shareholder’s right to convene a general meeting under 

Section 310(b) of the CA is one of the key rights provided by 

law to shareholders to marshal all shareholders of a company 

together at an appointed date, place and time to provide the 

opportunity to the shareholders to deliberate and to resolve, if 

deem fit, on proposals properly tabled before them that may 
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affect the directions of the company. It is an essential right to 

invoke the internal democratic process of the company. 

[93] The Court should be slow in granting injunction 

preventing shareholders from holding general meetings, 

especially when such meetings are the only way in which 

shareholders can put certain resolutions before the members 

which they think are for the benefit of the company, even if 

these resolutions involve the removal of the incumbent 

directors’.  

 

[26] In my judgment, once a members’ meeting is convened under 

section 310(b) of the CA 2016, the company should not be taking 

any action to interfere with the meeting. This is all the more so 

where there are already steps put into motion by the members to 

convene the meeting, for example, where the notices and 

announcement of the meeting had already been sent out and or 

published. The company must show compelling and or good 

reasons when it seeks to convene a competing meeting either prior 

to or subsequent to the members’ meeting. 

 

[27] A competing meeting is one which involves tabling before the 

members identical and or substantially identical resolutions as the 

members’ meeting. 

 

[28] The onus is on the company to show that the exercise of its power 

to convene the competing meeting had not been made mala fide 

or for an improper purpose. That the Court possesses supervisory 

oversight over the exercise of powers by the directors of the 
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company when convening a general meeting is established (see:  

Cannon v. Trask L.R 20 Esq. 669;  Adams and Ors v. 

Adhesives Proprietary Ltd (1932) Vo. 32 NSW 398); Ariadne 

Australia Ltd ; Votraint No 255 Ltd v. Capp & Ors [1990] 2 

ACSR 791). 

 

[29] Once a general meeting has been properly convened by the 

shareholder under section 310(b) of the CA 2016, there is an 

overriding duty on the directors of the company not to deliberately 

call another competing general meeting on a date, especially an 

anterior date to the meeting that had been called, that would result 

in confusion and or inconvenience to the shareholders and or 

disrupting the convened general meeting and or interfering with the 

member’s statutory right to convene a meeting of members at a 

date, time and venue convenience to the said member. The calling 

of such a competing meeting unless for compelling reasons, would 

be considered as improper and by reason thereof invalid. 

 

[30] In the present case, if Tiger Synergy had arranged the Tiger 

Synergy EGM to be held immediately after the Safari EGM, there 

will be little doubt that such a meeting on a substantially same 

resolutions to be held immediately after the Safari EGM would be 

considered as an improper exercise of powers by Tiger Synergy’s 

Board of Directors unless compelling reasons are proffered. Such 

a position would be akin to the circumstances in Howard v. 

Mechtler 30 ACSR 434 where Justin Austin held: 
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‘In the present case it is true that the meeting of 30 December 1998 

followed shortly after a meeting on substantially the same subject 

matter. In some circumstances this sequence could itself be sufficient 

to establish an intention to harass and consequently impropriety of 

purpose’. 

  

[31] Would the position be any different if the company had arranged 

for the competing meeting to be held on a date anterior to the 

Safari EGM as in the present case? Would the case be further 

aggravated by an application made by the company to invalidate 

the members’ meeting on the ground that the said meeting has 

been rendered redundant by the competing meeting? 

 

[32] To my mind, it is an even more compelling case of an abuse of 

power by the Board of Directors of the company when it seeks to 

convene a competing meeting on a date anterior to the members’ 

meeting. The position is further compounded when the company 

moved to invalidate the members’ meeting by reason of its 

competing meeting. 

 

[33] In the present case, not only had Tiger Synergy deliberately called 

for a competing meeting on a date anterior to the Safari EGM, it 

also filed the OS 74 to invalidate the Safari EGM on the ground 

that the same is rendered redundant or invalid premised on the 

Tiger Synergy EGM. 

 

[34] I find that Tiger Synergy’s Board of Directors’ decision to call the 

competing Tiger Synergy EGM has the effect of taking away or 
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rendering impotent Safari’s exercise of its statutory right under 

Section 310(b) of the CA 2016 to convene a members’ meeting. 

By convening the Tiger Synergy EGM prior to the Safari EGM, 

Tiger Synergy has also interfered and frustrated Safari’s statutory 

right to convene the members’ meeting at a date, time and venue 

of its choosing. Put it another way, by calling the Tiger Synergy 

EGM, Tiger Synergy had effectively hijacked Safari EGM and 

interfered with Safari’s statutory right. 

 

[35] It is my judgment that the decision by Tiger Synergy to call the 

Tiger Synergy EGM is a clear and blatant improper exercise of 

powers by its Board of Directors. By calling for the Tiger Synergy 

EGM, the Board of Directors has caused: 

 

i. Confusions among the members as to the proper meeting, if 

any, to attend. Tiger Synergy itself was fully aware that by 

calling its competing Tiger Synergy EGM, it would result in 

confusion among the members. This is clear from the Tiger 

Synergy Letter where Safari was asked to consider 

withdrawing the Safari EGM ‘to avoid confusion amongst the 

shareholders of Tiger Synergy’, a confusion created by Tiger 

Synergy; 

 

ii. The competing Tiger Synergy EGM unnecessarily put to 

waste the costs that had been expended by Safari in 

arranging for the Safari EGM. Such costs are not 

recoverable from Tiger Synergy. If the company is permitted 

to render a members’ meeting redundant or invalid by calling 
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a competing meeting prior to the members’ meeting, this will 

deter members from exercising their statutory rights as the 

costs and expenses that the members will incur can easily 

be put to waste by the company as a strategy to frustrate 

attempts to remove its directors;  

 

iii. The Tiger Synergy EGM will result in Tiger Synergy having to 

incur costs and expense to organize the meeting when it was 

wholly unnecessary to do so in the light of the Safari EGM. 

Surely, this cannot be in the interests of the members or its 

creditors; 

 

iv. By calling the Tiger Synergy EGM earlier, Tiger Synergy had 

frustrated or interfered with the Safari EGM as the 5 

Nominated Directors have indicated that the consent to their 

appointment as directors was only for the Safari EGM which 

would be held only after the company’s quarterly financial 

announcement. This means that the 5 Nominated Directors 

will not be offering themselves for appointment at the Tiger 

Synergy’s EGM, thus frustrating Safari’s objective of 

appointing new directors at the Tiger Synergy EGM; 

 

v. The Tiger Synergy EGM not only called for the members to 

meet earlier on 20.2.2020 but also at a different venue and 

time from the Safari EGM. 
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[36] The reason latched on by Tiger Synergy for the Tiger Synergy 

EGM, namely, that it wanted to ‘save time and costs from 

convening multiple EGMs … to accommodate all multiple 

resolutions for the appointment and or removal of directors from 

various shareholders’, is with respect disingenuous and far from 

compelling. 

 

[37] There are only 2 additional resolutions apart from the Safari 

Resolutions to be tabled at the Tiger Synergy EGM. These 2 

resolutions were mooted by Shia Xze Chyien and Wai Choo who 

were not substantial shareholders and who could not requisition or 

call for a general meeting at all. Each of them had merely 

requested Tiger Synergy’s Board of Directors to consider the 

appointment of their respective nominees as a director. The 

company had no legal obligations to table such resolutions before 

the members at all. 

 

[38] There is hardly any urgency nor necessity for Tiger Synergy to 

convene a general meeting to meet these requests let alone to 

disrupt the Safari EGM by calling a competing meeting at a date 

anterior to it and to take the further step to invalidate the Safari 

EGM based on the Tiger Synergy EGM. 

 

[39] The aforesaid, to my mind, are sufficient grounds for this Court to 

hold that the Board of Directors of Tiger Synergy in calling for the 

Tiger Synergy EGM had indeed exercised their powers for an 

improper purpose and that the Tiger Synergy Notice of EGM was 

made mala fide rendering the convening of the Tiger Synergy 
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EGM invalid. In holding the aforesaid, I am fortified by the following 

passage by Cooper J in Re Ariadne Australia Ltd: Votraint No 

255 Ltd v. Capp & Ors [1990] 2 ACSR 791 at 794 where he said: 

 

‘I do not accept that to call the meeting as contemplated is not 

to act honestly in the interests of Ariadne or its members or 

creditors. Nor do I accept that the evidence discloses that the 

respondents are acting improperly in using their positions in 

their own interests. The respondents by their announcement to 

the Australian Stock Exchange and their instructions to Mr. 

Standish have evinced an intention to discharge their duties as 

directors and this has informally been communicated to 

shareholders through the Stock Exchange and the financial 

press. The position may have been otherwise if the respondents 

had failed to act and allowed the applicant to call a meeting and 

then sought to convene a second competing meeting. However, 

that is not this case.’ [emphasis added] 

 

[40] Quite apart from the aforesaid, I hold that the Tiger Synergy EGM 

ought to be restrained as there was no special notice of intention 

to move the Tiger Synergy Resolutions at the Tiger Synergy EGM 

as required under section 206(3) of the CA 2016. 

 

[41] I am not persuaded by the submission of learned counsel for Tiger 

Synergy that the company can rely on the Safari Special Notice for 

the Tiger Synergy EGM. This is because the Safari Special Notice 

expressly stated that the Safari Resolutions that are intended to be 

move would be moved at the meeting convened on 2.3.2020 at the 

Safari Venue at 9:00 am. 
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[42] As it was a special notice of intention given for only the meeting 

convened on 2.3.2020 at the Safari Venue at 9:00 am, the Safari 

Special Notice cannot in law be relied upon by the Board of 

Directors of Tiger Synergy to move the Tiger Synergy Resolutions 

at a meeting fixed on a different date, venue and time. The Tiger 

Synergy Resolutions to be tabled at the Tiger Synergy EGM are 

also not identical to the Safari Resolutions given in the Safari 

Special Notice. 

 

[43] Accordingly, under section 322(1) of the CA 2016, the Tiger 

Synergy Resolutions would not be effective as the same would not 

be properly moved at the Tiger Synergy EGM rendering the said 

meeting futile and a waste of the company resources.              

 

[44] I therefore grant an order in terms of prayers 1 and 2 of Encl. 1 in 

OS 67 and order in terms of prayer 1 and 2 of Encl. 2. The 

Defendant to pay the Plaintiff costs fixed at RM 15,000.00. I 

dismissed Encl. 1 of OS 74 with costs fixed at RM 15,000.00. 

 

Dated the 1st March 2020 

 

 

…………………………….. 

Ong Chee Kwan 

Judicial Commissioner, 

High Court of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur NCC2 
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